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### Sound ###
 
Sound... where it goes… and where does it reside?
All things we can see or else feel…
But sound only comes to us once then step a side.
If it vanishes then where does it reside?
 
As Galileo said, energy is stable
It only converts from one side to another.
But Sound! Conservation of sound is debatable…
Tell me bro… is there any related fable?
 
I read from leader’s speech, a race become vigorous.
Resonance of music draws the line of joy in brain.
Noise from motors and industries makes pollution; useless.
But the words from parents! Where it goes?
 
Their each and every word disappears with time.
Where? In dust! In childhood! Or in sun rays!
We stand because of those words only and stay fine.
And become useless when we know little about life line.
 
Is Einstein’s E=MC2 theory is incorrect?
Is Newton’s motion law is incorrect?
Or the law of energy is invalid…
If the energy is stable, then it mismatches with fact.
Where those words go? How do they act?
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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A Dog...
 
A dog… makes a round of its area
And sat near to the drain-
Opened its mouth and started fumbling…
Neither in tension nor in pain
Got up… makes a trip again.
 
It is not its passion to run
It is running to protect its yard
Monitoring everywhere in its lawn
Visitors not allowed!
It is my own courtyard.
It is aware…
What to do what not to do!
Prevention is better...
Oh’ Human! It is true.
Protect your motherland
It gives you bread, shelter and life.
Take care of its motherhood
Then the money and wife
 
Dog knows better than us
Learn the sporty what it does.
 
 
14th March '09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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A Flame
 
Oh Friend… It is not a blaze
It is not here to damage
The flame burns for different cause
It has other work of course.
	
It loves to fight
With the dark night
From every corner
Burning the light
 
Learn the thing from the flame
Do the work but do not blame
Use your anger in a proper way
Instead of putting the humanity in shame
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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A Flower
 
A flower...
A flower has withered...!
Who did this?
Why it is shriveled?
 
Many possibilities...
Bee, Sun, Air, Water...
Lets ask the gardener.
 
Bee...! !
A loving to flower
may be raped her time to time
and let her down in shame.
 
Sun...! !
The energy booster.
May be gave her more light
which faded her slight.
 
Air...! !
A faithful messenger
may be gave her wrong information
'Bee has kept a wrong intention'
tried to betray her innocence
and might have done some offense.
 
Water...! !
A life donator.
may be stopped due to jealousy
As it has fainted before flower's fantasy.
 
I walked...
To the gardener.
asked, 'who is the culprit?
why has it shrunk? '
'No one, for a ceremony I plucked it...',
he replied.
 
Gardener did this! !
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Gardener did this! ! !
A care taker...
In every single moment
many flowers are loosing their innocence
by their near and dear.
 
So, Please...
I am begging of you all gardener
let them live freely
allow them to take freedom breath
let them blossom properly
show them the right path
and see the fragrance of earth.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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A Love Poem
 
Feelings from your heart will wave some day.
My picture will be placed in it an awesome lay
Your outlook will change
I would have come in your range.
Whether say yes or no,
Be with me and let me know.
Magical your destiny is and I am the way.
 
Something paranormal will happen
I absolutely would get your heart access coupon.
I know you have a cold blooded heart
My feelings will get supremacy on that
Slowly I will become your desire
Winning me would turn into your aspire
Emotion and Love is my only weapon.
Share it with me; you have no cost to pay.
 
Day will come your anger become slow
With no time the monsoon of adore will blow
Butterfly will distribute the color
My trying will become the achievement pillar
Fume of angriness will be dissolved
Entire distance between you and me will be solved
We both will sail in the love stream flow
Sun will hide beyond the cloud with mild ray.
 
Feelings from your heart will wave some day.
My picture will be placed in it an awesome lay
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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A Poor Boy....
 
A thin and poor boy
Standing on the road
I do not know why….
staring at the school board.
 
He has a tea-pan
and glasses in his hand.
He has not arrived by his own
That is his land lord.
 
Lots of child engaged in this world
Loosing their innocence due to poverty
Come and make free these birds
Because, their life is praise worthy.
 
They are the jewels should be on race
Please help them to leave the sword
Let’s give a smile on their face
We will get a better and smiling world.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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A Small Tiny Bee
 
A small tiny bee
Moves around on sea
Looking for something…
Silver container might be!
 
One day that was its home
Had spent its great moments there
Came here for the same
After loitering here and there
 
On an other day the Prince
Caught it out to marry the princesses
It was taken care then, hence
A signature of love and pompous
 
The prince died as king
And the bee looted by time
Neglected form the next breed
Left the palace in shame
 
It traveled a lot to search its home
Wanted to take rest to hang boredom
Eying on human in search of prince
In fear of death if it get sink
 
How long will it stay?
As it became old
All you help it out
As the granny told
 
Let’s put hand together
Take it into the water
Search and open its container
Its home is its nectar.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Another Love Poem
 
If I get a small place at your heart
Then my desired life would blossom
I am a lover, I need only naught-
A lovely heart if I get then that is awesome
 
Salute to the first lover of the earth
Salute to the heart-to-heart path
Salute to those who offend us
Salute to those place of our buzz
Put your all effort to squeeze the feelings in between
Love will grow stronger, and your attempts become thin.
 
Blue and vast sky is there to go on
For lovers this is like a heaven
With out love life has no meaning
Where love, there is every thing
Not to bother whether the path is smooth or rough
Destiny is confirmed only a way is enough
 
I read all converse on her eyes
She accept me and my heart flies
Eye converse become word of love
From there we started our new rove
I got all from her what I want but with a little adore
Relation should be divine and love should be pure
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Another Love Poem-Ii
 
My beloved I am gone mad, you hypnotized and drive me crazy
Confused mind; thirsty body; in eye’s courtyard dreams become busy.
 
You have come very close of mine
Your all activities pasted on heart
And my face has started to shine
How would I tell you my feeling on that?
When you look at me and say me some thing
Some time I feel shy to look at your eyes
I have lost my own word to sing
Since when I saw you in my life, only shy.
My world has changed into new with your touch
Wind spread fragrances and life become worth
River sings and clouds dances in bunch
Since when I see you and following on your path
My nerves are dancing in the heart garden
My dreams are walking on the sense organ
Heart celebrates for its triumph broaden
Stay with me and make me happy, Oh’ my Woman.
 
My beloved I am gone mad, you hypnotized and drive me crazy
Confused mind; thirsty body; in eye’s courtyard dreams become busy.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Be A Human......!
 
On an other day
I was sitting on my lawn
doing summation and subtractions
of life, what I have done.
 
I saw...
a white dressed butterfly
came out from the horizon
called me...
but I denied,
scold her and made her fun.
 
She was so loving
and a star with her
wanted to show me a path-
of heaven, but... far... far.
 
I had every thing
money, power and youth
I achieved all the thing
by black and white both
 
Now... I am afraid...
no more fairy is there
A black mustache
buffalo driver
moving around me
here and there.
 
He is dangerous
tortuering me all the time
for what I did...
So, Be a human!
dare to think beyond it.
opportunity comes once
do not get rid of it.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Beautiful World
 
A beautiful world
a wonderful creation
the creator has created
valuable in time motion.
 
Two atoms of the hydrogen
creates a helium
in the crest of sun
which spreads light
and gives the energy
to the whole galaxy.
 
Two separate chromosome
gives life in summation
from jelly to human
all are part of his creation
 
Air, water animal, bird
all are planted in his courtyard.
All are wonderful he created
The most beautiful is this world.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Because You Are Mine!
 
From the end of the sky
it touches the earth, why?
Is that its destiny...
Who knows that! tell me Honey.
 
In dawn it allows sun
In dust it loves moon
but they never scattered...
as they are a complete zone.
 
Do not waste your emotion
Do not kill your time
lay all your love on me
'cause you are mine.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Can Not You See! ! !
 
Being annoyed for a long day,
I missed my own way,
I could not recognize even
what is night and what is day!
 
Waiting for a chance since beginning,
Days passes as like evening,
where is my day and
when is my home coming?
 
Some body is there at home,
She knows the story of Rome,
That was not built in a day and
I will not make her fume.
 
Like a grass I will fight,
Survival is my birth right,
what else I can say...
my lawn is pure white.
 
Write some thing so that I can go,
I am confident but pretty low,
Take me on your way and
pull me on that row.
 
Some body is waiting, you know it,
for her sake I repeat,
make all well... her smile is
my destiny, please consider it.
 
She can bear all for me
praying you with down knee
for a mother it is difficult
a tear in her child's eye;
CAN NOT YOU SEE! ! !
 
Open your eye and ear
call me or remove her tear
how can I hide my handicraft?
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come here or call me there.
 
Oh God! ! ! Listen to me
I have problems...
can not you see! ! !
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Close Your Lids, In Resting Eyes, The Sleep Will Sail.
 
At a snail's pace but wordlessly puffs of air comes from miles
Spreads cologne of nectars to take away the entire days’ ails
From a distance the queen of night smiles…
Close your lids, in resting eyes, the sleep will sail.
 
 
The bride of siesta has a very very shy nature
She never become visible in sunlight hours
To Sounds, touches and disturbances she fears
Impede in attendance from where it hears
Turn off the lights; at an instant it would prevail
Close your lids, in resting eyes, the sleep will sail.
 
 
Resting out in an accepted wisdom of sleep
Forty winks never sail on those Ships
With a unwind frame of mind who go on sleep
The catnap hugs him in a single bleep
Keep your thoughts in rest for an instance and smile
Close your lids, in resting eyes, the sleep will sail.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Color God
 
Oh Rainbow… You are a Rainbow.
How to show and what to show!
You are the color God, ‘Oh Rainbow
 
My life is black black and sometime white.
It has seen only dark no color light.
Touch me oh Lord and pour in me some color.
Till now I am hated, make me to adore.
Color God… Color God where do you stay?
Allow me divert my path on your way.
 
With Black & white, life I get bore.
I don’t like same life anymore.
I am now in your corridor.
Wish me and make my life multicolor.
 
 
20th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Come To Me
 
Night is alone, lights are faint
Come to me, don’t go… wait.
 
What a wonderful night!
Dressed like a bride
All my feelings are dancing…
For love the time is right.
 
In love if we are lost somewhere
Ask this night for each other
In our dream village …
Will build love villas everywhere
 
You are looking fabulous
My mood is mischievous
Let’s do for what the heart is waiting…
Without your love the life is specious.
 
 
20th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Come, Lets Go There
 
Hey friend… come, lets go there
Where we find love everywhere
 
In the voyage of life
All have a fear of knife
All loves meet and
Fear departs.
It is genuine in every part
Come, let’s go there
Where only meets-
And departs nowhere
 
Imagine the pleasure at seashore
Where water knocks the sandy door
The wave has no fear at all
‘Cause their love is vital.
 
Think about the home with full of adore
Each one is dying for other at next door.
Where we admire on each bricks
There should be no diplomats no tricks
Happy and happy would be there
Hey friend… come, lets go there.
 
 
19th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Costly Love
 
Love with you is very costly,
saluting your love from distance,
I am gone in very cheaply,
for your relationship maintenance.
 
I sleep with empty belly,
with mouth-hand salary,
your demands are very silly,
No where in love history.
 
Fashion of yours is very high,
higher than the Everest,
Thoughts of yours is hi-fi,
and I am very honest.
 
Money goes in beauty parlor,
not deshi but foreign cosmetics,
My pocket becomes smaller,
it is very very pathetic.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Fact
 
FACT
 
Some thing is being there
since my beginning....
No one can change that
let's see what is happening.
 
That is not a material..
That is really correct...
some body has written for me-
And I might be deserving...
That is my fate.
 
Sun has to rise..
Moon has to rise..
We should accept
all sweet and bitter
because..... Writer says
We are wise.
 
World is beautiful
every thing from
Almighty’s grace
what he decides
we have to face.
 
Never give up things
what you have desired...
keep tracking on that
success will sure
what he addressed.
 
Hey! Man just stand up
straightened your backbone
every thing will be easy
what is for them a
MILE STONE!
 
Again the spring will come
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Again birds will sing
again flower have to blossom
because in his world
you are the king.
 
 
                                                                         *Aditya Pratap Nayak*
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Feelings For You...
 
Often I see you, while closing my eyes
Thinking of your smile takes me to paradise
 
You stay in my heart
How brain can stay apart!
I inhale the breeze from you
Colorful life with Blue Dart
 
Begging you not lay me down
My love is green not red or brown
Do not lay off the dream soon
Spring has yet to crown.
 
My feelings like an ocean
Wanted to express you often
Come and emerge in my feelings
Enjoy the beats of my heart-town
 
Let’s feel the joy of music rain
My heart sings for you again and again
A bunch of inexpressible pain
With out your presence all are in vain…
 
Expressing the things before you is tough
You are love of desert and I am a buff
I tried a lot to bring my feeling…
But in afraid things stored and lay off
 
Oh… dream lady give me a chance
I came here with my guts enhance
To share you my dreams and feelings
Of all the nights; with no absence
 
Measure the depth my affection
It is dipper than my physical elevation
Do not know… how much you want
But I’ll try to overcome your expectation
 
Do not leave and get me over
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I have established you in my life server
With out you I am no where…
Accept me and make me yours forever.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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For Love, This Year Is Not Good.
 
For love, this year is not good.
 
All seasons will go…
No one is there to bow…
Because I am a rotten Sutton wood
 
Someone has sharp eyes
Where I lost and died
Always I console my heart
How can I stay from her apart?
It will be raining… It will be raining…
Nowhere is the hood.
For love, this year is not good.
 
Freaky Freaky my nerves are
It needs a supporting bar
Uncontrolled steps of mine
I am out without wine
Need to see you at least once
But you are not giving any chance
It will be raining… It will be raining…
Why you are so rude?
For love, this year is not good.
 
Bhagwan… no more tease
She is only my paradise
She stays in my eye shadow
With her my life is like Lido
Return her to me at any cost
Without her my life will burst 
Cottony cottony my feelings are
I desperately need her love and pyar
Her return will make me wise
I may die otherwise
It will be raining… It will be raining…
She is my shelter she is my food
For love, this year is not good.
 
N.B.: Eye shadow (The area bellow the eye)
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Lido(A place where people go for fun)
Pyar (Love)
Sutton (old)
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Forever
 
Hello dear... Look at here
Time of distance has gone
So, please no more tear
Forever with you, it is done.
 
From the depth of galaxy
I would gather some stars for you.
I’ll create a proxy of galaxy
By scattering stars before you.
 
I’ll count you on my arm ocean
When you can not express shame
The breath rate will increase, and
We will chant each others name.
 
We will enter into a new world.
Love and love is every where..
No further sharing of words
Only feelings would be there.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Go On...
 
Life means change
In a certain range
Time is the eye witness
Of bullish-bearish exchange
 
No mater what is it…
Dawn, morning, noon or afternoon
It is not always hot
Night could not maintain the same rhythm
It is running since the beginning, but…
 
Have the tempo and just go on
It will give you all the chance to make fun.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Gold And Women
 
Gold… gold… gold…
Learn the skill how to hold
 
Ladies speak when gold speaks
During recession it’s at its peak
By and by it touches the sky
It goes beyond my eye
I am a bachelor I don’t have a lady
Without gold how can I trap a buddy?
Look at my salary, it is very little
It is not enough for a lady’s whittle
Without gold all fashion is vain
Its rate is hiking and I am in pain
 
Gold… Gold… Gold…
I am growing and getting old
Let me know how to catch it
So that …
I can make happy the lady I fetch.
 
19th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Honey Honey
 
Honey honey, the day is sunny
I checked my a/c I have money
Lets go on driving all way
What is night and what is day
Do all stuff what all are funny
 
Honey honey, gentle breeze flows from east
For you, TAJ has arranged the feast
We will sail in the cloud
Touch the stars in proud
All are done, say yes at least
 
Honey honey, I never seen beautiful like you
For me you are the suitable due
avoid all those thunder
which comes your under
Forget all, I am initial in your queue
 
honey honey, I am not so desperate
for me you only are the appropriate
Lets not divide
lets not hide
We too will bow all the corporate
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Honey... Honey...
 
Honey… honey… I have money.
Enjoy the life is my only destiny.
Come on enjoy the life with me
Come on enjoy the life with me
Honey… honey… I have money.
 
Let’s go for a long-drive.
There, where is no tribe.
You me and the money
Let’s enjoy oh my Honey.
 
I have money… I have Brothers
I have money… I have Sisters
I have money… I have a Family
I have money… I have friends
I have money… So no relation ends
I have money… So worshiped daily
Honey… Honey… I have Money.
Enjoy the life is my only destiny.
 
Ask your daddy, ask your mummy.
Say, I am having enough money.
They will make you free.
As if they find a money tree.
 
Let me tell you I am also a human.
I am rich but not a superman.
I too have feelings and can’t stay alone.
All relations are fake you are true.
With you I feel the feeling of coffee BRU.
If doubt, ask to my mussel, Blood and Bone.
Honey… Honey… You are my money.
You are my path and you are my destiny.
 
 
20th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Am A Murderer...
 
I am a criminal… I am a crook…
Punish me… unexcused sin I book.
 
A caterpillar… tried a lot for my bless
I denied her and offended her in a mess   
Still she never gave up to come my home
To see her new life, that is awesome.
I failed before all her trying.
And gave her shelter. I am not lying.
 
She inspected all corners of my home
Roof, floor, walls also the lawn
She decided and preferred my store room
I helped her to settle there in zoom.
Days went by and she started spider around her
She was happy as she could be a butterfly in near.
 
I usually saw her growing up day by day.
I had controlled my emotions all possible way.
Had a desire to destroy her spiders
but... Scold my self for my devil nature, after.
Days went by and her spiders becomes stronger
Perhaps she maintained a distance further.
In a hesitation, she might be looted by me in future.
She restricted me from her caterpillar to butterfly figure.
My wicked mind always tries to disclose the spider
And see her and touch her at every possible closer
 
Once suddenly but unknowingly I found her under my hand
The creature destroyed. I smashed her dream land.
She was caterpillar or butterfly, I could not recognized
But because of me a butterfly died.
 
Attention… don’t believe me further
Don’t excuse me! I am a murderer.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Am Dead
 
I am back to say you that I am dead
I am not joking and I am not mad
Look at me there is no skin on
I am simply a white skeleton
 
Check my beats and veins
Hit me hard it won't give me pain
I was buried in the graveyard
I came out to say you few word
 
I am already dead don't cry
you have future and you have to fly
Do not dial me again and again
you won't get other than pain
 
I am a past or a history
live your life and do not worry
Just keep a flower on my monument
Do not recall me and do not get faint
 
Do not scare of me I have no life
I was dropped from the edge of knife
Things were planned and it has gone
Do not stop at me you please go on
 
Do not cry and do not dial to me
I am a past you can see
I came here to say that I am dead
I am not joking and I am not mad.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Am Stupid... I Am Culprit...
 
Laugh at me… I am a stupid.
Punish me… I am the culprit.
 
I ignored the thing when that was meant for me!
Now that is away and I am wondering to see.
 
People told me not to give up.
But that time my mind was off.
 
Presence of that brought me pride.
As if I am on an air-horse ride.
 
I let that down for a simple bid.
Do not you think I am a stupid?
 
I had taken some oath for that’s defense.
I did not commit on that, which is my offence.
 
I let that down on the road.
Without giving notice on board
 
That got corrupted at the young.
Was looted by the people, which is wrong.
 
I made that a living statue
Once that was my virtue
 
All that wrong what I did
Punish me, I am the culprit.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Am The Same Person...
 
I am also a Human…..
I have a father, I have a mother
I have friends, brother and Sister.
I have a society as all stays
I am also a social animal by the way.
 
I had a child hood
I was once in village
I played there and spent worthy moments
In my small cottage.
 
Now things have changed
But I am as I was
My name is also Aditya
As previously it was.
 
I also have a cottage, but in bigger size
That is in a crowded place like a village
I have same parents and siblings
But in relatives, there occurs some change.
 
I am as I was…
Thoughts may differ
I am as I was…
May vary in my figure
I am as I was…
Would have taken responsibility
I am as I was…
Position may differ in society
I am as I was…
It may my reincarnation
Do not think I am another
I am only the same person!
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Do Not Know…what Is In It!
 
I do not know…What is in it!
From Buffet to Bill gates
From a middle man to Beggar
All are running after it.
 
I do not know… What is in it..!
It is senseless but makes people sensitive.
It is smell less but makes people smell.
It is inactive but makes people active.
It is speechless but makes people speak well.
All are dying to get it.
 
I do not know… What is in it..!
The creator has not created
He is not even evaluated
He creates love and relations
He creates nature and affections
It is only man made….
And this is an astride.
It creates a wall in between humanity.
 
I do not know… What is in it..!
If you think it will cover from jelly to human Clone.
From the deep of ocean to galaxy’s stone.
It was there before the human invention.
What the new we have done?
But why there is fighting?
Why they were shouting?
If some one asks, why is for…..
Answer will come nothing… nothing… nothing.
After the end no one is going to take it.
 
I do not know… What is in it..!
It makes integrity; it creates diversity.
It builds relationship…
Also destroy humanity.
It is God?
But God is one.
Can any one say?
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What is in it?
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Feel Shame As Human Is My Identity.
 
Millions of times I have seen
My feelings are very keen-
To cross the border of conscience
It runs after an unknown thirst
By breaking emotions almost
Jumping over all norms and lines
 
On the path... On the path of time
Lots of people have started life in lime
But a few runs and few lost
All depends on the road they choose
How they strong and where they loose
Survive; who pays what cost.
 
I don’t the mystery of the spider like life
What is the solution of rescue and where is the knife!
In the middle I stand alone
Whom can I trust and whom shall I ignore!
Who is my enemy and who is my adore
Running in mind, all time confusion
 
Why is the world like this?
Full of miser, greedy and selfish fish
Insanity of materialistic drowned humanity
Pure inhale become difficult
Destroyed sane by various cult
I feel shame as Human is my identity.
 
Is there any way to salvage?
Think you all, at different age
Where we stand and where are we heading to?
Why we are and what we are?
Why there is controversies and war?
Where the peace is and what should we do?
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Know What I Mean.
 
My heart…
An uncontrolled heart
Committed countless mistakes
Appraisal is valueless
Things may be true or fake.
 
Always it thinks to touch the sky
By killing the valuable time
Fails, and questioned why?
Bows down in shame
 
It sails on the cloud
Trap to the stars
Shouts very loud
If they are little far
 
Playing with the moon
Is its relaxation …
Compete to Mr. Sun
Is its prime action
 
My thinking…
Is a never ending
Process
It does not wish for 
Failure or success
 
It only loves to see
A heaven in this world
It wants to mend a key
To make free all bird.
 
It is not possible in real
So, I like to dream
I do not bother, where I am
I know what I mean.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Love You
 
Wherever I stay,
However I stay,
I feel you all the way.....
Can you just say?
why do I miss you?
Do not you know!
Because, I love you.
 
Naturally an air flows inside me,
but this heart sounds different.
I can not express it, like a bee....
Because, my love is innocent.
 
As like Ocean.....
I am waiting, the river-
will come to me one day.
A joy of happiness
is creating ocean wave,
which plays with the sand & clay.
But the unnoticed sand
is complaining all the way.
'the ocean is roaring
and disturbing silence,
it has gone mad-
simply to say.'
 
Like Lotus, I am observing
every movement of yours
Do not know why?
weeping all the day,
your hide & seek made me fear.
Distance does not matter
all the matter is affection...
How far the sun is....
Lotus has no problem.
 
For a day....
From sunrise to sunrise,
I am thinking of you.
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Days start from you
Dreams start from you
Don't know.....!
What is the relation in between!
Made for each other souls are few
I know only thing....
that I love you.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I See You Every Day From The Half Opened Pane
 
I see you every day from the half opened pane
You were coming and going with the swing
Clam & quiet, without knock, enters in my lane
Spending your desired time, go off, keep me waiting.
 
Who are you? What is your intension?
Do you know me or want to know me?
Clear me oh stranger, I am in tension.
There are lots of things, done to be.
With the sun you comes in from that window
Putting me into your thoughts shadow
Going out when someone arrives
The only message that I can derive
I like you and want to be with you
All are old but you are evergreen new.
 
I write this by collecting lots of dare
For my life you are a perfect mare
Lovers can feel in each single moment
But I feel you, all my breath in pant
Come once, don’t go my princesses
Make me happy in your presence.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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I Want To Return Home...
 
I had a penny…
But I have lost
Have you got that?
‘Cause I need most.
 
Evening becomes stronger and stronger
I can not go home with a bare hand
People would be waiting with an expectation
Some body is coming from the foreign land.
 
I had a bag…
Which I lost
Have you got that?
‘Cause I need most.
 
I purchased lots of thing to distribute
Smile, Love, Affection
And pretend to be keith and kin
People are waiting ambitiously
Return me those…
Else with a broken heart
They will consider me as a mean.
 
I want the things
Please return me those
I want to return home
Do not let my way close.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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In My Home, For Your Swan…
 
Pain and pain all the way
Either it is night or a day
 
When I was sailing on cloud nine
You called me and said you are mine
Suddenly what that happened…!
You thrown a bunch of sky on my face-
And asked, “Are you fine? ”
 
For me you are living lord
I can wear the battle sword
What made you to make the trick…!
Without pistol, without fight-
Killed me throwing simple word!
 
Still waiting for the dawn
Whole the night on my lawn
Hopping, you may back to me again…!
I am still alive with the pain-
In my home, for your swan… 
 
19th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Is It The Beautiful World?
 
When....
I came out from mother's abdomen
I found a beautiful world
Mother guided me for a human
And made me free bird.
 
When I was too young
Playing on mother's Lap
She kept me in bear hug
And fought with the world,
on my behalf.
 
Days went by... and
I came out from mother's skirt
The world has changed than
What I have seen inside it.
 
Every body is eyeing on benefit
No one wants to sacrifice
On each step there is a fight
But showing as they are nice.
 
Morality has been raped
And dignity has no value
Son make father knifed.
Forgotten every thing learnt from school.
 
A human can never dare
To walk alone among wild socials
Being looted here and there
What male and what female.
 
Oh, Ma'....
I do not like this world
I want to back to your skirt
Searching for a human became hard
as humanity has lost its integrity.
 
Can it be possible?
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Take me into your abdomen
I do not want to look forward
Here no one is a human
Is it the beautiful world?
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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It Has No Meaning In Dictionary
 
I am standing… Away… Far away…
But form the distance
I can see you
I can feel you
Does not matter your absence!
 
A Relation…
Wants faith, belief and sacrifice
Do not know…
Where are you going?
What are you doing?
But my heart feels-
You are true, pretty and nice.
 
Love is like water
The more you want to preserve-
In hand, the less you deserve
Love is like sand
The more you want to grab-
In hand, the less you trap
 
Let your love free
Feel the breeze of affection
That will never call off…
Stay cool without tension
Love is not obligatory
Love is not complementary
Love is as you feel it.
Love is as you interpret it.
It has no meaning in dictionary
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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It Is Life
 
Oh dear, it is life...
 
'Bad always rules over good'
This thing you should understood.
Bad makes his path easier
but the good is the ultimate sufferer.
He has to go through the edge of knife.
Oh dear, it is the life.
 
Rich stands for dominance
and poor means suppress
All their work is done by poor
But rich is crowned the success.
The rich gets pleasure, when a poor weeps,
Oh dear, it is the life.
 
Love means pain
and lost has gain
no one wants to take pain of love
where is gain, they do involve.
Choose your path and your ship!
Oh dear, it is the life.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Just Enjoy...
 
One, two, three, four, five
Just enjoy your life
Life is very short
You have to do a lot
Enjoy to your work buddy
Do not be so moody
Do not take any tension
make an intention
Life is only for four days
Do not loose a moment anyways
laugh... laugh... simply laugh
It will complete you half
Other part is your duty
which will increase your beauty
Both will make a colorful life
just relax and love it as your wife
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten
Make the pity ban
one, two, three, four, five
Just enjoy your life.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Let Me Die...
 
Oh God! Let me die
Oh God! Let me die
Kill me, do not keep me alive
It is too tough to survive
Begging of you let me die!
oh God! Let me die...
 
I am too alone to walk on all the way
Time is horrible; do not want to stay
I could not see me, do not ask me why!
My last desire please let me die.
 
I have a society; all are loving buddy
It has a destiny; says my daddy
But I am in bare hand, what to say
I have a role which I have to play
 
What I touches it breaks down
In my life there is no noun
So not to stay here any more
oh God! Please open my last door
 
I do not want to survive
I do not want to stay alive
Open your eye
and let me die
my life is a pie
and I am very shy
let me die God let me die.
 
Life is painful and it is horrible
No destiny and which is terrible
How long I could walk on
it is only thrown no saffron
Requesting you oh God
Raise your sword
Keep it on my neck
Just make a shake
Requesting you oh God
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depart and throw abroad
 
I had a desire
and thrown into fire
No more want to survive
No more want to stay alive
I am very shy
Just kill me and let me die.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Let The Life Going
 
Sailing on the cloud
Love in the air
You made me proud
As a perfect pair.
 
From the end of the horizon
It was covered a ozone
you penetrate green salon
like a life ray of sun.
 
you saved a plant about to die
I am serious it is not a lie
before you I was an unflavored pie
you entered and remove my shy
 
What else I can say
stay with me all the day
I may scattered and lay
without you it is incomplete way.
 
let the spring sings and rainy rains
let bring the winter to remove all pains
you means my perfect gain
be with me and let the life going.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Let’s Get Back To Those Days
 
Let’s get back to those days
Where we were together always
 
Can I remember you for a while?
Your eyes, your face and talking style
I am missing those now-a-days
Let’s get back to those days
 
Allow me to inhale the breeze of past
The rain, the summer
The spring, the winter
Years and years with you have gone very fast
Want to feel those in all ways
Let’s get back to those days
 
Moon is there with a bunch of stars
Sun is also there with light-bars
Wind is flowing as it was
Life is running as it was
But I won’t get the pleasure
That I was getting before
Now I feel alone every day
Let’s get back to those days
 
I am still alive with a desire
To see you as the queen of my empire
Hard to believe, you are gone
Our promises are yet to be done
Without you dreams are incomplete
Come and make it complete
Stay away but do not vanish
To see you once a day, is my wish
Do not leave me half way
Let’s get back to those days
 
Let me feel the same comfort as before
Let me get the same effort as before
Without you night is in danger and days are dark
Save me, my life is in a wrong park
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Come to me and lift me up
Play the game on my behalf
I am paralyzed; people say
Let’s get back to those days
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Lord, You Are Great...
 
Great…! ! ! Lord, you are great.
 
What a creation…!
What a thought…!
All brains in confusion
But, praising you a lot
 
You created nature
Life giving air and water
Beautiful dusk, wonderful dawn
Lovable moon and alert sun
Tell me once…
Who is the engineer!
And where is the unit of manufacture?
 
Are you doing the same thing?
What usually human is doing!
Are defectives sold in lower price?
That’s why…! Hard to find a person nice
Engineers can do only the plan.
Need a supervisor at your lawn.
I think your supervisor is corrupted.
Now less nice things are created.
 
Tell me where is your shipment point?
I will supervise all day and night.
You don’t worry… about my salary…
I will do, only to maintain your glory.
For once, consider my word…
Protect your beautiful world.
 
20th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Love Never Understand The Word Of Distance.
 
Let’s enjoy the faint dark of moonlight night
The hide ‘n’ seek of moon from the cloud at a height
Only you and I are alone on the prairie; complete.
Allow me to paint memories on your lips in dim light.
 
I am your dream merchant and you are my queen
Our love is as beautiful as the angel’s world scene.
I am your prince and you are my princess
Incomplete my absolute world at your absence
With you my days are like spring and nights are full moon.
You meant for my happiness and you are my life doom.
Like flower and bee, to meet they are very keen
Keep me with you and inser me in your heart bin.
 
With out you my life is incomplete
We are Adam & Eve, people says in our meet
Love flows from us since the world’s born
You are only true and other false norm
Hug me dear and take me close of yours
Touch me genteelly with heart of pure
My life line ends at you, keep it in safe kit
My fear is your separation; tide me with your skirt.
 
This night brought a lot of light
Stars are speaking on our right
Wind shares his happiness in my ear
Silence is amusing, I can hear.
Fountain is singing with streaming sound
Veins are active but eyes and lips are ground
Let me taste the taste of romance
Love never understand the word of distance.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Lovely Moments
 
Hey you blue eyed lady
I am dreaming you buddy.
come dear close to me....
Here is no mom; no daddy.
 
Moments are short
days are hot....
let not be wasting time
show me the green sign
 
Stop chat... stop chat...
come fast... come fast...
Sink in my arm ocean
drink nectar; leave Poisson.
 
Do not be shy
you are mine
these are the moments
In future they will shine.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Mad About You........
 
One day In pain.....
I would catch your vein
Oh' my sweet killer
I'll chant your name.
 
Do you know?
I am a love bug..
give me a tight hug
relief me never
if so.......
you will not catch me ever.
 
If it is raining
I will be the rain coat
If it is winter
I will be the winter coat
If it is spring
I will be the flowers
If it is summer
I will be the cooler
 
In all seasons of a year
I am always for you here
In all year of your life
I will act as a cover.
 
You have countless fan
But, I may not come in few
I am not even in a row; Because....
I am mad about you!
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Magical Touch
 
A passenger…
 
On the road in a red-hot noon
Walking with his head down
Found a shadow of a tree
Went there and sleep in free
 
Saw a dream of magic touch
Wake up & wanted to do such
Ran to the land for the stone
And started digging alone
 
He found nothing after dug.
His smile has gone like fog.
But he did not leave his hope
Bought the seeds & bind a confident-rope.
 
Disperse the seeds here & there
Synchronize them by giving water
The seeds came out in few days
And become healthy plant by the way
 
He become rich & got honor
As a hard working farmer
He thanked God for the dream, enough
Now he really knows what is magical touch.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Money And Love
 
All are countless, what emotions and what love
Money says every thing and it is far above.
 
Once I was in love and she admires me a lot.
We were together all the time; winter, rainy and hot.
She had a care for my each and every tiny word.
People says we are made for each other like “Love Bird”
I was happy and she was happy, when were together
We became example for all near by lovers.
 
But one day a wind came and made us divide.
She had to go for her college and I work aid.
Gradually the wind became a storm in my life.
And changed her approach, whom I had a thought of my wife.
She floats on pseudopodia sky as a star
Dating, chatting and fun became her new Avatar.
 
She started pointing in me on my useless require.
A tall, handsome and rich guy became her desire.
I asked her time to improve the last of three
She said then she was engaged and for me not free.
I met her boy friend, so called human like me.
But he had money for costly gifts and other entertainment fee.
 
I begged her a lot by reminding our past.
‘Those were nonsense’ and warned me at last.
I lost my girl friend as I had no money.
She is happy with her few money honey.
Where is my fate? When do I get love?
Tell me……… Is money really far above?
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Mother's Call
 
Drop the gun and throw the bullet
Put off the dress and get into blanket
 
Human is he, who gives love not terror
See the dream and pull out the fear.
 
Almighty has given a beautiful nature
Created human as a wonderful creature
 
He should take care and enlarge its beauty
We have knowledge that it is our duty.
 
What you get from the daily fight?
In which you involves all day and night.
 
Loss is every where, nothing is gain
Calm, peace... only pain and pain.
 
From the day of Adam love is there
Who brings the pain and tear?
 
Let's forget the entire unnecessary thing
Make all smiles in a brotherhood ring
 
We all are his daughter and son
Stay together but not alone.
 
He will smile if we smiles
Forget enmity for a while.
 
See the nature and its beautiful lawn
Come and make her happy and be one.
 
Can not you see, she is weeping…
To become one, It is mother's calling.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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My Love Will End Never
 
I have seen you some where in my dream
I committed mistakes and became sin
Give me a chance to put holy water on it
I am not lying, my love is divine.
 
Do you want to know?
What have I seen?
 
I saw you
Staying in my next door
From the window
With a little sure
 
You were sitting simply
This touched me a lot
I felt, feelings on you
With out asking you, but…
 
Want to rectify my dream
Asking for your hand ever
Please be with me…
Assure you…
My love will end never.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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My World Lies In You
 
I feel you in every dawn
 
When I wake up, go to my lawn
 
I see you from your closed window
 
Waving hand of your shadow
 
 
 
 
With the sun I feel you on my breakfast table
 
I am rock steady but you are unstable
 
Coming and going at the kitchen gate
 
I sit always with the empty plate
 
 
 
 
While going to office I feel you always
 
I am a child and you make me dress
 
When I find my unprepared briefcase
 
I feel much about your absence
 
 
 
 
When phone rings I think that is you
 
Eagerly takes the receiver and say, ‘I love you’
 
I hear odd voice from opposite side
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My face become mild and ‘hello’, I replied.
 
 
 
 
In the evening I see you from the entrance
 
You are calling me with your hand enhance
 
I run to the door and down my knees
 
And become upset when I find the keys
 
 
 
 
Cook prepared the food serve on the table
 
My eyes looking for you oh my novel
 
But you are not there from the beginning to end
 
With a frosted mood I go to the bed.
 
 
 
Come soon home I am missing you a lot
 
You can leave without me, but…
 
Without you I can’t stay a moment few
 
Because my whole world lies in you
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Now This Is Our Turn.
 
At all the night, in my eye
You always appear in my dream
Oh’ my dream girl, step out from my hallucination
Meet me once in real…
As like the sun waves and grime.
 
My love is divine and romance just shines
Have a desire of lost for you in love
And heart says I will achieve you one day
My blood hymns only your name, my Dove
Now my entire world only from you
You became my destination…
And paths became new.
Reside in my heart and make liberty for your rove.
 
Oh’ my princess of charming, from the morning
To the day over, from the night to the sun get higher
From the room to the Rome, I am feeling awesome
On chanting of your name and will do that forever.
Bowing my head at all your sweet word
Will keep my promise all made…
Don’t assume me a coward.
‘Demand’ a word of business, will stream from my mouth never.
 
I don’t care why you are, I do care who you are
Come, hold my arm… In love there is no norm
Let me give me a chance to live in a paradise
Butterflies flies over me and have seen pink horse with horn
With you, we can fly higher and higher
Every dream will be true…
If we swear before the fire
Every body has one day and now this is our turn.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Oh My Princess, In Your Absence
 
Color of spring is getting faded
Drizzles of rain is completely jaded
Oh my princess, in your absence
Disaster occurs at every instance
 
Fragrance of flowers from you
Charming weather from you
From you the day, from you the night
Your presence makes a fruitful sight.
You are the spring, you are the sheen
Nature is slave and you are the queen
 
Shine of summer is getting shady
Innocent winter is going greedy
Oh my princess, in your absence
Disaster occurs at every instance
 
Blossoming days from you
Wonderful nights from you
You are the light you are the lane
You are the knowledge, others vain
From you summer, from you winter
All are living being you are the nectar
 
Stable life becomes unstable
Blood and nerves... being rebel
Oh my princess, in your absence
Disaster occurs at every instance
 
19th Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Oh’ Passenger, Walk Carefully On The Way.
 
Oh’ passenger, walk carefully on the way.
Be watchful on the ornaments you have these day.
 
You have stepped forward toward the fortune
Distance is much but you stay in tune.
Doesn’t matter it is light or dark…
Walking is your task, dig the flag on dune.
 
Search your self, where is the goal and which is your path?
Measure your self, how much sweat is required for your bath?
Road is crowd full, you can’t trust on all…
Find a co-passenger from human city to walk on that.
 
Be careful on the road, they are not same always
A little negligence can ruin your whole days.
Check the deep of mud and heap of stone…
Though you are not alone, don’t make dirt your ways.
 
We know every body leads their life by own.
One can never walk honest in human village alone.
There are difficulties, but more satisfaction…
No fear on that way and you will get all your work done.
 
If you go out of the track, then there is no came back
May be you have been unknowingly, but that is a dirty lake
No body will listen you further, if you noticed once…
Hence, to reach at your destiny never takes the path fake.
 
Don’t commit that mistake, which you can’t repay.
Be safe, be honest, smile always and go on your way.
Oh’ passenger, walk carefully on the way.
Be watchful on the ornaments you have these day.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Only We Are Complete.
 
My heart fumbles… My beats are high
I feel am going to dye in shy.
 
Heart speaks for you, listen it once
Changed outline of mine look at a chance
I don’t know about my status, where I am!
You hypnotize me but that is not an offense
Night become stronger, darling you disappear
I have my heart for you, thought enhance.
 
What with the face and figure, measure my adore
How ugly am I, is not a matter! All love matter
I am mad for your all attitudes
Don’t ache me much, sweetheart on my swear.
Moon has gone down in the presence of your
I have madly love with you, touch me oh dear
 
I suffer like a fish with out water
Grace me love oh my beloved lover
Recollecting your stance in my mind
Living; focus at you on my somber
Shadow is here, you are where?
Call her; my heart is house of her.
 
With out you my world feel incomplete
Believe me, only we are complete.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Open And Close Your Eyes...
 
Close your eyes; let the dream come
A long way to walk, why are you mum?
 
Give a step into the dream
Create your destiny by imagination cream
Set the goal with the thought
Walk on the path with correct and prim.
 
Catch the star buy the moon
Fly in the air as like the balloon
Don’t scared of the thorn
Make the galaxy as your pavilion.
 
Open your eyes; let make it right
Days are with you and it is bright
 
Time to reliance on your own
Put your shoes, dress up and walk on
Success and failure part of life
Don’t let you back just move on.
 
Yes it is. Now or never
You won’t be getting past time ever
Why to think? Let’s do it
Find yourself in the success fever.
 
Close your eyes; to dream your view
Open your eyes; to make it true.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Pardon Me!
 
Pardon me!
 
 
Pardon me...
I did not get you properly
Could you please repeat again
I do not want any more surprises
diversion, hesitation and more pain.
 
I never listened at you.
when you were telling
about the truth of life...
At that time I was busy
with my girlfriend and
taken rest with my wife.
 
I know, golden words never repeat
but tell me please once again
I ruined myself and want to refresh
by taking your words in my vein.
 
I wanna be a human
wanna get back those
which I lost in time frame
not at all  praise & money
but love, affection and
brother hood for same.
 
Could you please repeat those words
what you had guided in Geeta
I need the same path to have a worthy life
kindly bless on me Oh! 'JAG JEETA'
 
You are so busy
I can see
Do this favor
and Pardon me.
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Ring… Ringa… Ring… Ringa…
 
Ring… Ringa… Ring… Ringa…
Tring... Tringa... Tring... Tringa...
 
 
Distance doesn’t matter
All that matters is love
How far the peanut is!
Where is the dove!
It is the affection in between
 
World is huge
And corners are more
We cannot visit-
Often… the lovable door
Here the problem is seen.
 
An object is developed
To make them close
And is accepted as
Life giving dose
Then every heart blossoms again.
 
 
 
19th Feb.09
 
Tell me the item name?
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Still Running After You.
 
Ice has a fate to dissolve in its own water.
Offering light by staying in dark is lamp’s nature.
 
You left me and gone away, but the memories…
The memories has started coming in my feelings all time
And made your all pictures alive
I have been trying a lot to stop thinking about you
But my thinking always at the memory house
Where I can find you, stay alone and survive.
 
The rising of moon during the time of setting sun
Making me memorize of your lap…
The words from my lips on your lips
Slow wind asks always, about your skirt…
The banyan tree on broken wall and all mortal things
Are asking on you every time I go there
But alas, I share my pain like heaps
 
You went and made me alone
At least, could ask my willingness
Shadow of emptiness every where after you
From the tree crave, on a certain mid day
I can see your face and feel you
You are false, but still running after you.
 
All creature returns to home at the dusk
But waiting for you on that place has become my task.
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Suicide Note
 
This universe is God’s drama Penndel indeed
His script is beyond our thinking, we can’t read.
 
Like birth, death is also factual
It is and will be the compulsory ritual.
His world is too complicated and magical
Nothing is true here but artificial all.
He has different characters for his play
Some have golden ball and some suffers entire day.
 
All are from God and his creation
Every one blessed equal and common
One and all have gifted with a magical box
Some can never know about it and some become fox.
Those who can open, they reach their destiny
Those who can’t they suffer like a Sinny.
 
I also came to this land with a magical bag
But I didn’t get from life, why should I lag?
Whether that is my incapability or ignorance
I didn’t conclude what is my offense?
I lost my half of life in search of that bag
Now even my conscience has started me rag.
 
I always supported from parents and siblings
But life become burden for me from all ring
My failure is following me as my shadow
It has explored to my all secrete window.
No way to out because my oxygen stock is limited
Let me close my life and get the soul emitted.
 
Pardon me friend, for all my activity
I have lost my tempo and gravity
After me, please make my family understand.
It is my last request to you my friend.
Life becomes shameless, I can’t tolerate more.
I am committing suicide, death open the door.
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N.B.: Sinny = Sin People
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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The Difference
 
The Difference
 
I got up early one morning
And rushed right into the day
I had so much to accomplish
That I didn’t have time to pray
 
Problems just tumbled about me
And heavier came each task
“Why doesn’t God help me? ” I wondered
“You didn’t ask me! ” ; He answered...
 
I wanted to see joy and beauty
But the day toiled on, grey and bleak
I wondered why didn’t show me!
He said, “But, you did not seek”
 
I tried to come into Gods presence
I used all my keys at the lock
God gently and lovingly chided
My child, “You didn’t knock”
 
I woke up early in this morning
And paused before entering the day
I had so much to accomplish
That I had to take time to pray
 
 
23rd Feb.09
 
Aditya Pratap Nayak
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Then Laugh...
 
Smile…
It is not a progressive smile
It is not a cooperative smile
Rotten, selfishness crackle it is
Humanity… no where… shining this fizz.
 
Come on you educate friend
Stop your chuckle band
It is panic. Hold the hand
Requesting your mother land.
 
It is not the time to spend with a girl
The time is precious like pearl.
Wake up oh’ graduate dear
Time to remove mother’s tear.
 
Think a while…
If Buddha, Jesus were with their girl,
We won’t be civilized. 
If Einstein, Aryabhatta were in romance,
We won’t be modernized.
We would have some where in dark
Loitering in the jungle
If they were at the park
And singing some jingle
 
So, come on friends
Build your own home
That is your mother land
Wants her past fame.
 
Then laugh…
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This Loneliness Kills Me.
 
This loneliness kills me
Your silence kills me
Heart says to dig a well-
And cover my face
Enemy climate kills me
 
I asked to moon, I asked to stars
I asked the breezes flow here
Why loneliness is painful…
I asked in the party-
They fingering at you
Soft and glowing skin
Covering the velvet due
Imagining on you kills me
Helpless mind kills me
 
Some time in some way look at me
Waiting for you on courtyard, just see
When you will come to my house
It will lighten all the way
Nights are very alone, evening is scary
Sun is crying all the day
Nature’s tragedy kills me
This loneliness kills me.
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This Time May Not Come Again
 
In lovely panorama you and me alone for the time
This moment of loneliness may not come again
Come and hold my arm, Come and hold my arm.
Blood is getting warm, faded became charm
 
Calmly and silently breeze will exchange
Thirsty eyes have been waiting for this page
Come and hold my arm, this time may not come again.
 
Uncontrolled my steps are dancing automatically
Nectar of song is streaming from my lip fluently
Love made me shy, don’t know what it is! Why?
I become addicted of it… by the way.
Your and mine distance is getting disappear
Our bonding is becoming stronger in each day.
You and me on same voyage,
Come and hold my arm, this time may not come again.
 
We became friends forever; like fire and flame
Life is shining, I am dreaming of your fame.
Getting your shadow, who wants to go?
You are with me then I’ll let the world bow.
I feel as if lightening in my body these days.
Come and hold my arm, this time may not come again.
 
Today time has came, I achieved you
And becoming a flower, in love for you
I’ll bring some pleasant fragrance
In daily life of all your sense
Love makes our better lovely age
Come and hold my arm, this time may not come again.
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What Is Going On?
 
In every other day
I was sitting in the other side of life
asking to some one...
What is going on?
 
There is moon
There is sun
There are stars
There is Air
Are they same as before?
 
There is dust
There is dawn
There is day
There is night
Are they missing ever?
 
There is plant
There is soil
There is bird
There is animal
They have complained never...
 
There is family
There is relations
There is feelings
There is affection
But, why the changes occur?
 
Human changes
the color of its nature
so frequently...
where the chameleon get ashamed.
And you are saying
it is the beautiful thing
you have created?
 
What is beautiful?
Selfishness, Robbery, Terrorism
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or rape of humanity
and creation of communism?
 
Come on...
Tell me what is going on?
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What Poem Is?
 
What a poem is?
 
It is few words, converted feelings…
Written on a paper and sealing...
 
The words has full power
Creates several architecture
Being roped in different places
Sometime it is a lover
Sometime a beautiful nature
Poem; how the poet access
 
It makes us laugh
It makes us cry
Somewhere green
Somewhere dry
It is the skill of poet
With his word power
Wrap all the feelings
On a paper...
 
It may be true
It may be on imagination
To help the humanity
Is its only destination
Words are having different color
Poet shows that on the paper
 
To express your feelings
It is the easier way...
This is all about a poem
What a poet say.
 
 
20th Feb.09
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Who Am I?
 
Who am I? What am I?
Why am I? Where am I?
This question comes frequently
I never get an answer…
Shall I get that suddenly!
 
When I asked my Parents
Who am I?
They told me, “You are my son.”
When I asked others
What am I?
They said, “You are none.”
 
Different people, different opinion
Why this world has so confusion?
Get me clear my Identity
Let me live my life in dignity.
 
19th Feb.09
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Why My Nerves Wobbly?
 
Tell me one thing… why my nerves wobbly?
Why my heart speaks so silly?
Imaginations are dancing like belly!
Oh’ my life, tell me my dearest Billy.
 
What is love, I don’t know!
What are the promises and where I go?
Tell me all the story of love birds
Where should I walk, let me show.
 
Unknown till now the way of love
My eyes are always looking for you dove
Support me dear, I might lost the way
Count my steps and guide me correct move
 
Slowly but steadily time went by
Love wins and loneliness defeated in shy
Nobody feels but my attitude changed
If you could, explain me what & why?
 
Tell me one thing… why my nerves wobbly?
Why my heart speaks so silly?
Imaginations are dancing like belly!
Oh’ my life, tell me my dearest Billy.
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You Did Well And Broke My Heart
 
You did well and broke my heart
Things has changed you went apart
I won’t take your name ever
You did fine, plummeting down my love fever.
 
Somebody’s image was at my gaze
She dozes in others arm, these days
Her vengeance on me for what thing…
Why this happens please somebody say.
She betrayed me with her simplicity & sober
You did fine, plummeting down my love fever.
 
All fragrances of love were phony
False promises made in rainy and sunny
Relations were loosing their colors…
Winter and spring laughing at me; funny
The entire climate used me like a rubber
You did fine, plummeting down my love fever.
 
I had thought of lots of thing, I insane.
Your love was like a sand ocean
Neither I hold nor did I swim on that…
You taught me a very good lesson.
It was good; I discovered your chameleon character
You did fine, plummeting down my love fever.
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